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The Shelby went from shuddering to shaking as the planet’s surface rushed up toward us. I knew 

parts of the ship were rattling, but I couldn’t hear them over the blaring alarms and the pounding of my 

heart in my ears.

Smoke was drifting from burnt circuits under the control panel, causing tears to flow from my eyes

and blur my vision.

All I could do was keep my hands pressed to the controls and fight to slow the ship's descent, 

hoping the circuits didn’t burn out and cause the wrong thing to fail.

Pressure from my fingertips forced the nose of the ship up a little, slowing the rate of descent. It 

was still too fast, so I activated the landing thrusters early. The downward force on my body tried to 

push me through my chair as the ship slowed faster than I did. When it eased off, I could see the Shelby

was down to a manageable landing speed.

There wasn’t a chance to pick a good spot to set down, all I could do was try to get her on the 

ground in one piece.

I felt the compression of my spine as the ship impacted the rocky surface of this unfamiliar planet I

had been passing when I was attacked.

It took a few moments for my head to clear from the pain and the adrenaline brought on by nearly 

having my life end as a smear of gore and charred flesh amidst the pieces of my ship.

I managed to shut the Shelby down as near to normal as I could with all the fried circuits, and 

stumbled through the smoke across the hold to the main cargo hatch. Luckily it was still functional and 

opened when I hit the button.

Air that wasn’t filled with smoke poured into my lungs. The fresh air helped to clear my head for a

moment, but all the smells and tastes of unfamiliar atmosphere flooded my senses. It was overpowering

and I instantly wretched and heaved up the pasta I had eaten earlier.

At least I managed to get it all out the hatch and didn’t have a mess to clean up inside the ship.

I jumped the short distance to the ground and took a few steps to get away from the smoke that 

was rolling out the hatch. Clear red sky surrounded me as I wiped away the tears brought on by the 

coughing that racked my body. I saw no sign of another ship, and I hoped it stayed that way.

As my sense of smell adjusted to the odors that surrounded me, the smoke diminished in volume 

and I went back in to make sure nothing was actually on fire.

On the bridge, the panels had stopped smoking and a quick look showed me there were very few 

controls actually damaged. The power surge from the las canon beam that grazed the ship had only 

temporarily thrown the driving controls off-line. The actual burnt panel controlled the lights and the 

ventilation system.



Not good, but not enough to cause any permanent damage to the Shelby.

Outside, the area was fairly flat, rocky, and looked to be an arid desert. There were a few scattered,

scrubby bushes that didn’t have enough foliage to conceal a person, let alone a ship.

As I circled the area I saw no other form of life besides the twisted, little, plants. A closer look 

showed the thin leaves were moving constantly, even thought there wasn’t the slightest breeze.

I decided to steer clear of the plants and returned to the Shelby, making sure I didn’t brush against 

any of the bushes.

As I stepped though the hatch of the ship I heard a faint roaring sound. I felt the vibration of the 

noise throughout my body as I hopped back out and scanned the sky to my right for the source.

There was a ship bearing down on me rapidly, sending a huge plume of dust into the air behind it 

as it came.

The Shelby had completely shut down, there was no way I could get her started and the weapons 

online to fire before the ship arrived, so I awaited my fate with my heart pounding in my ears.

The low flying ship slowed and swung around in a circle before coming back to land a few meters 

in front of me. Dust swirled around and completely obscured the settling vessel for a few moments, 

filling my eyes with crud.

My fingers pushed the dirt from my face as the particles settled back to the surface and when I 

could see again there were three figures standing between me and the ship.

The ship was a medium size cargo hauler, similar to the Shelby, built by the Granville Corporation.

Nothing spectacular unless you made a lot of after market upgrades.

However, it looked as if the owners had made those changes, including adding a lot of weaponry. 

That explained the las canon fire that had brought me to this barren place.

My eyes were drawn to the trio as they started to approach. They were dressed pretty much as I 

was. Pants that fit fairly tight with lots of pockets and pull over shirts that hugged the body. Nothing 

that would snag on anything if your ship gravity failed and you were weightless. It wasn’t good to get 

hung up by your clothing when you were floating across the bridge.

All three were armed about the same. A lasgun clipped to a narrow belt with a spare charge pack 

clipped on the opposite side. One of them had two guns, one on each side.

That was when I realized all three were women. It wasn’t unusual for women to be criminals, but it

was a little different for an entire crew to be female. Especially with the build and looks these three 

had.

That realization brought back a memory from a card game I was in on Zander 12 a year or so 

before. One of the players was a talker and among the other tales he told was one about losing a ship 



and cargo to a group of women. I hadn’t paid much attention to his talk, being more concerned about 

the amount of money I’d been losing, but it came back to me now. He had said the women were more 

violent and abusive than any male criminals he’d ever encountered.

From the expressions on their faces, I was pretty sure this was the same group. They were smiling 

but the smiles didn’t go passed their mouths. The eyes were sharp and focused.

The women spread out as they came close. If things got physical, there was no way I could protect 

myself from all three. I raised my arms slightly to show I had no intentions of fighting and the one on 

my right move in close and unclipped my gun.

The one in front of me was the tallest of the three and also looked to be the most muscular. I felt 

her eyes scan me from top to bottom before she spoke.

“Any other weapons?” she asked in a husky, demanding voice.

I just shook my head. Until I knew a little more about my situation, I wasn’t speaking more than 

was necessary.

The woman on my left stepped in, squeezing and probing my entire body. She probably knew me 

better than any of my past lovers did when she was finished.

She stepped back and nodded to Muscles indicating I was unarmed.

“What are you hauling?” Muscles asked in that same husky voice.

“I’m running empty,” I responded, knowing they wouldn’t be very happy about that. There were a 

few small packages hidden away in places no one would think to look, but I wasn’t mentioning those. 

They were things that were slightly across the legal line and paid more than most standard cargo.

“We’ll see,” Muscles said, the disbelief obvious on her face, and then motioned for me to get 

aboard the Shelby.

I did as she wanted, stepping into the empty hold in front of the trio. Muscles stayed with me while

the other two split up and began searching the ship.

I took a few moments to study the woman guarding me, trying to get an idea who I was dealing 

with. She had something about her that made me think she was ex military.

That didn’t mean much, I was too. Some soldiers were basically mercenaries, and some were 

believers in the cause. I had been a little of both.

Muscles had a tattoo on her right forearm of a pair of daggers crossed over a skull. I couldn’t read 

the wording on the banner underneath but It was a fairly common piece of ink in any military.

There was also one of a dragon that was only partially in view. It came from underneath her shirt 

over the back of her shoulder and the head was on her the side of her neck spitting fire around onto her 

throat and the underside of her chin.



I’d seen the same dragon on soldiers that had fought on Drabin 9. That war had ended in the planet

being made uninhabitable. The only survivors were the lucky few that had been off world at the time or

were in ships sealed and ready for take off.

The stories I’d heard, of what that handful saw on their way off planet, were enough to make the 

most experienced soldier puke.

“That tattoo,” I said to her, hoping to find some common ground with her. “I’ve seen a couple of 

them before. Were you off world when the end came?”

She looked at me with expressionless eyes and replied, “No.”

That meant she had seen the horrors.

“I heard it was pretty rough.”

Her eyes still didn’t show any emotion. Some people just shut down after seeing something that 

awful. They usually had something they could still feel though.

“I fought on Petlan during their bid for freedom,” I commented. “A person sees a lot.”

I was looking for a way to get on her good side so maybe she and her friends wouldn’t kill me, but 

the empathy was real. A soldier did see a lot of things, and the memories didn’t usually go away.

Muscles looked like she was about to say something but was interrupted by the others returning. 

They shook their heads to her, indicating they hadn’t found any cargo.

Muscles turned to me and asked, “Where is the special cargo hidden?”

I feigned confusion, not sure if she really knew something or was just trying to bluff me into 

giving something up.

“What are you talking about,” I asked. “Your friends just told you there isn’t any cargo.”

She was fast. I barely had time to try to roll my head out of the way of her backhand. It caught me 

solidly and I saw stars. Her muscles weren’t just for show, there was power behind that slap.

Before my vision cleared from the pain, she caught my head from the other side. I saw more stars 

and had to shake my head to clear my thoughts.

When I focused on her face, it was still devoid of any expression or feeling. Whatever connection I

had been starting to make with her was gone. She was all business.

“Where?” she asked calmly.

“I don’t know what you’re looking for,” I responded. I really didn’t. I had several packages tucked 

away, and wasn’t about to chance giving one over when it wasn’t the one she wanted. I didn’t want to 

give her any of them. It would hurt my paycheck and my reputation.

The next pair of blows started my lip and gums bleeding. I spit blood on the grating of the Shelby’s

hold and glared at Muscles. There was something different in her eyes, now. She was enjoying herself. 



That was one way people dealt with seeing horrors like on Drabin 9. They let themselves enjoy seeing 

pain in others. Even more, they enjoyed causing the pain.

The pain of my bleeding gums and lips, combined with the pleasure in her eyes was causing fear of

death to rise in me. She would reach a point where even if I told her where everything was hidden on 

the ship, she would continue causing me pain until I died.

A quick look at the others showed me they knew what was coming and were accepting of it.

I would get no help from them.

I was sure if I told her where I had cargo hidden now, they would just kill me outright. If I didn’t 

tell I would be beaten and tortured. Not much of a choice.

I was concentrating on how to get out of my predicament and not paying attention to Muscles. Pain

exploded in my head as she struck again. The other women grabbed my arms as I started to fall, 

holding me in position for a few more blows.

My thoughts wandered aimlessly now and it must have been obvious to them that I was hardly 

even feeling the pain of the beating now. They let me go and I collapsed to the grating, the cold of the 

steel against my face registering through the haze in my brain.

Something in me understood what was happening and kept trying to find a way out; without any 

luck.

I was barely aware of one of the women leaving the Shelby and returning a few moments later. 

Hands grasped my arm and I felt a stab in my bicep and then a fire spreading from my arm through my 

whole body. My eyes cleared and the pain in my face became sharper. It increased in intensity and my 

head felt like something was slamming against the inside of my skull, trying to get out.

Muscles smiled at me as I got to my feet.

“That’s better,” she purred. “Now you will stay awake for the fun.”

I’d been given stims before, and for the same reason. The next few minutes, or hours, were not 

going to be fun.

My arms were held, again, and Muscles happily went to work. Pausing occasionally to question 

me about my cargo.

The stims kept my body from becoming numb to the pain, but it also kept my mind intensely 

aware. They allowed me to concentrate on my situation in between the blows to my head and the bonus

punch to the stomach that she added every now and then.

My shirt was wet with blood and sweat by the time she stopped for a break. My arms were 

released, but the stims kept me alert enough I didn’t fall to the grating like my body wanted. The 



heightened awareness brought on by the shot caused my mind to race through a series of escape plans, 

all of which were discarded instantly, since they all ended with me dead.

I stood there swaying slightly, watching the trio as they mostly ignored me while they talked to 

each other.

Muscles wanted to continue pounding on me, but the others wanted to search again. They seemed 

to know she would just continue inflicting pain and forget about their main purpose here. To steal cargo

and make money.

The muscle-bound woman stalked away after muttering something about finding the head, and I 

was alone with the other two.

They argued back and forth for a moment about who would stay on guard, then one stalked off to 

search while the other stayed to watch me.

The woman that stayed with me was the smallest of the trio, and looked to be the youngest. That 

meant the weakest and most inexperienced. At least I hoped so.

I let myself groan a little and lowered myself to my knees on the grating. Keeping my voice low 

and pain filled I started mumbling about a package behind a panel as if I were trying to tell her about 

hidden cargo.

My guard glanced back and forth, looking after her partner and then after Muscles. Neither were in

sight.

I only had a few moments to make my move, so I lowered my voice a little and added an urgency.

The young woman stepped closer to hear better and I reach out as if pointing. Her eyes 

automatically went where I was pointing.

My hands grasped her ankles and I forced my near numb arms to yank her feet into the air. She 

didn’t even have time to cry out before her head impacted the steel grating, spraying blood on my face 

as the metal cut into her scalp.

She may have been dead already, but I wasn’t taking any chances. I stood up and kicked her in the 

side of the head as hard as I could. From the way her mangled head lay afterward, her neck was 

definitely broken.

I jerked the las gun from her belt and limped across the hold after the woman that had gone 

searching. The occasional breaks Muscles had taken from my face, had been used to pound the rest of 

my body, and using my legs was almost as painful as my breathing.

I found her poking around the engine room and after wiping the blood and sweat from my eyes, hit

her between the shoulder blades with a blast from the gun. She dropped to the grating with smoke and 

the stink of burnt flesh rising from her body.



I grabbed her las gun and waited for a few moments fighting to get my breathing and heart rate 

slowed. It wouldn’t be long till the stims wore off. When they did, the pain and loss of blood would 

make it impossible for me to fight.

Muscles had to be finished in the head by now and probably knew what had happened. That meant 

she was hunting me.

That was alright.

I was hunting her too.

And I knew the Shelby better than she did.

I moved to the rear of the engine room and squeezed myself into a narrow space that was half 

filled with conduits. The builders of the Shelby had made an inner wall to hide the electrical workings 

of the ship and it had panels to access it in various spots on the ship. There was one that would let me 

out just outside the bridge.

Hopefully I could make it there without making too much noise... and without passing out.

When I had dragged myself about half way there, I heard footsteps passing on the hold grating 

through one of the scattered ventilation grills. I stopped moving, afraid to make any noise and have 

Muscles find me.

The sound of the engine room door opening came to me through the electrical chase I was in, and I

tried to keep completely still and silent. The slightest noise might make her look and find the entrance 

to this narrow space.

Muttered curses floated to my ears when Muscles found her partners body.

I waited for the tirade to end, and her footsteps to recede before moving again.

The path tightened and I moved slower when a conduit changed position and pressed into the 

center of my back as I inched my way along. It took a while for me to get to the bridge access panel, 

and then everything went black before I could open it.

I came to sometime later, and waited with pounding head and heart, while blood dripped from my 

mouth and nose, listening for sounds of Muscles’ hunt.

I heard nothing, so I slowly undid the clasps on the panel and set it to one side.

I waited, listening again, before slipping out and after a quick look around, reinstalled the door.

A quick check showed she wasn’t on the bridge, so I stepped inside, softly closing and latching the 

door behind me.

I always kept a magnetic cup with me when I was driving, and it was stuck to the grating under the

drivers chair. There wasn’t much water left in it from before the attack, but it was enough to wash the 

clotting blood from my mouth.



The stims had worn off and the pain and fear for my life was all that kept me going now. I had to 

end this soon or I wouldn’t have a chance.

Needing to locate Muscles quickly, I activated the internal comms of the Shelby. I connected to 

one comm station after another starting with the one in the hold, nearest the bridge.

No sound came from any of them, so I assumed Muscles was waiting somewhere for me, or at 

least moving very quietly.

After a few deep breaths to try and control the pounding pain in my head, I opened the door a 

crack and looked out. The sliver of the hold I could see was empty, so I opened it a little more until it 

was wide enough for me to slip through.

A couple more deep breaths to slow my heart and I eased out of the bridge and onto the low 

catwalk that circled the hold.

I saw no sign of Muscles.

The sleeping quarters and galley of the ship were to my right and I moved in that direction. If I 

didn’t find her there, at least I could get a better drink of water.

The galley was clear and I quenched my thirst from the tap. It helped to clear my head before 

moving on to the sleeping rooms.

My room was clear, and a quick search showed the two spares and the head were also empty, so I 

moved back to the hold.

After circling the two small, empty shipping containers that were the only contents, I moved on to 

the engine room. The rest of the ship was clear, so she had to be there.

I was surprised to find it empty also.

I hadn’t expected her to leave the Shelby, but she must have returned to her ship.

That was good and bad. It gave me a break, but it also gave my beaten body a chance to force me 

into unconsciousness.

As much as I hated the thought, I had to go after her. She would be waiting, but it had to be done. 

Otherwise, I would just pass out, and she would come in and kill me. Or she would decide the hidden 

cargo she believed I had wasn’t worth it, and she would take her ship into the air, blast the Shelby apart,

and leave.

I went to the galley for another drink, checked the charge on the lasguns I’d taken from the two 

women, and went to the smaller emergency hatch under the hold grating. I figured it would give me at 

least a moment or two to move, before she saw me. That was assuming she was focusing on the main 

hatch.



Taking a deep breath, I jumped the short distance to the rocky ground and immediately moved to 

the left behind a clump of the vibrating bushes.

I didn’t draw any fire which was good, but it left me not having any idea where she might be.

Scanning my surroundings the best I could gave me no indication of the woman being there, so I 

changed positions to get a different perspective. Five meters at a time I moved away from the Shelby 

and toward the other ship. I saw no sign of the muscle-bound woman.

By the time I reached the other ship, I was doubting my search of the Shelby. I had to have missed 

her somehow.

I had just decided to return and made my first five-meter move when my vision was momentarily 

taken from me by the flare of a lasgun blast. Ending my short dash and dropping behind a bush had 

saved my life. I could feel the burn along my cheek starting to blister already.

As my eyes cleared, I heard footsteps approaching from my right.

I tried to bring up the lasgun I held in my right hand, but I’d hit my shoulder on a rock when I 

dropped to the ground, and my arm was numb and wouldn’t work right.

Though my still tearing eyes, I saw the huge woman stop a few short meters from me and raise her 

gun.

“Now I’ll have to tear your ship apart to find it,” she said, and I waited for her to fire, knowing I 

couldn’t move fast enough to escape.

I’d always known I would die like this. On an unknown world, with no one knowing what 

happened. No one caring.

My eyes blurred again at the flash of a lasgun, but I felt no pain. The silhouette of the woman was 

all I could make out, and it dropped to the ground to be replaced by another female shape.

“Why am I always getting you out of trouble,” a voice grouched. “You’re more trouble than you’re

worth, Jackson.”

I let out a sigh and slid into the black of unconsciousness as Campbell, my partner from our other 

ship, the Solaris, knelt beside me.

“I know,” I managed to mumble before I passed out completely.


